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IMPORTANT NOTES to SOFTWARE and SOFTWARE UPDATES: 

This product contains a microcontroller with a flash memory, which holds the software that deter-
mines the behavior and functions of the product. 

The current version may not yet be capable of all the functions mentioned in this manual. Installing 
new software versions later can add new functions or correct recognized errors. Information about the 
latest software and free software downloads are available at www.zimo.at , on the “Update” page of 
the same website.  
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Introduction 

This manual describes the MX32 ZIMO cab.  

 

 

Technical Information 
Tethered Cab MX32, Radio Cab MX32FU: 

Power consumption (at 20 – 30 V on CAN bus cable ) ......... 70mA to 200mA (during battery recharge)  
Battery in the tethered MX32 / radio MX32FU ………………………………………………100 / 1700mAh   

Battery run time in the tethered MX32 / radio MX32FU…………………………………………...15 / …min 
Dimensions W front - W rear x Hfront – Hrear x L .............................................................160 x 70 x 20 – 40mm   
Weight MX32 ....................................................................................................................................180g  

Weight MX32FU ............................................................................................................... ........   
 

 

Connecting the Cabs  
MX32, MX32FU (as tethered cab): 

Each cab (MX32 as well as MX31) has 2 identical 6-pin sockets, which accept 6-conductor CAN bus 
cables.  

All cabs (of various types) in the system are electrically connected in parallel, usually by a CAN bus 
cable from the command station (MX1, MX1HS, MX1EC, or MX10) to the first cab, from the first to the 
second cab and so on.                         

 

Consult command station manual for 
 transformer and track connections.  

Prefabricated cables in standard and custom length are available from ZIMO (see pricelist), but can 

easily be homemade. The cable, connectors (50 per package) and the required special pliers are also 
available from ZIMO.  
 

                                                                            
                                                                        Cab RESET in case of a software crash: 

                                                                                     Briefly connect the two solder pads in the 

                                                                                     bottom right vent opening on the back of the unit. 
                                                                           This is sometimes necessary because a simple reset                            
                                                                           by power interruption is not possible due to the built-in  

                                                                           battery, neither is the switch-off  timer working during a  
                                                                           software crash; without doing a reset, the cab could no  
                                                                           longer be activated until the battery is empty, which by  

                                                                           the way is also bad for the battery. 
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1. Turn ON – OFF – Stand-by  
After switching the system on (or connecting 
the cab to the CAN bus) it goes through a boot-

up sequence. The boot-up display content may 
be useful for possible diagnostics.  

The currently loaded software version is also 

displayed here.   
       

NOTE: Depending on the state of the software, this 
sequence consumes more or less time; it is the aim, to 
shorten it or to skip it altogether during short interrup-
tions. 

At the end of the boot-up sequence, the display 

indicates the type of command station the cab is 
connected to.  
                                                                            

The cab then switches  – depending whether 
it is brand new or has been used before – to 

one of these operating modes…                                
 

… ADDR ACT  display (with new cab). Enter and 

     the activate the desired loco address.       
 

 
 

 
Address input and  

              vehicle operation …  
 

see chapter  

 
“Simple Vehicle Operation“ 

 

 

… or  LOCO display;                                                … or SWI  display;   
     this vehicle can now be operated                             combined driving and switching. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unplugging the cab from the CAN bus 
cable does not cause it to shut down im-

mediately but, thanks to the built-in battery 
(also present in the tethered cab!), remains 
on stand-by for several minutes.  

A countdown during stand-by is displayed  
on screen. 

                                                         

E-Key    immediate shutdown 

Reconnecting before shutdown  resumes operations  

immediately without going through the boot-up  
sequence.  

                                                                                       

                                                                                            
                                                                                     A screen saver is activated if the cab has  

                                                                                            not been used for some time. 

 

 
                                                                                           Pressing any key returns to the previous 
                                                                                           state. 

 

                                                                                            
                                                                                            

 

 

The stand-by and screensaver times can be 
changed in… 

 CAB CONF (Cab settings),                               

accessible with E-Key + 0-Key. Scroll to the line 
“Date, Time, Timeouts” and press the A-Key.  

NOTE: The built-in battery is also used to keep the real-
time clock going while the system is turned off as well 
as caching of data such as the recall memory – for 
about ½ a year. 

This is the case provided the battery is not drained too 
low by an excessively long stand-by time. For this rea-
son, the default value for stand-by time is set to “only” 4 
minutes (240 sec.).  
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A 

Carrying out a 

2. SOFTWARE UPDATE with a USB-stick 
         and adding languages, symbols, images etc. 

A USB stick is required for the update, which should first be checked and prepared if necessary: 

ATTENTION: The USB-Stick must be formatted as FAT32 (not FAT16);  
this is the case for newly acquired 4 GB (or larger) sticks;  

other sticks must first be formatted to FAT32! 

In Windows Explorer: right-click on the stick drive (i.e. J),  
then select “Format...” to FAT32. 

It is not necessary to keep a dedicated “MX32 update stick”, 
 but it is often quite practical to do so... 

 

The latest zip file for the MX32 (i.e. MX32Upd2010.12.23.zip) is available as free download from 
www.zimo.at (go to the MX32 update page under “Update & Sound”).  

All files in this zip file (which could be several thousand of them!) must be unzipped and copied to the 

USB stick (root memory). It doesn’t really matter if other files are on the USB stick that are not part of 
the MX32 update, but it is not recommended (simplifies troubleshooting when needed). 

 

NOTE: The update process is being modified continuously in order to simplify the proce-
dure, which may lead to deviations from these operating instructions. 

The aim for the final update procedure is an automated “one click” implementation. 

SEE NOTES on the WEBSITE about each MX32 UPDATE 
The manner described here is not valid when updating to version 1.11, but only when updating from 

version 1.11 up. 

The USB stick is then inserted into the running MX32, which may occur in any operating condition 

(at best - because often tested - in the operating mode LOCO). The stick is automatically recognized 
and read, while some information (Size, name…) is being displayed in the USB stick window.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Key    the content list is shown; the list contains all files intended for the MX32, including files that 
are currently not on the stick but could be (grayed out). 

Scroll wheel    Select the desired update file from the list 

A-Key    Start the selected update, for example the MX32 software; there may be a second selection 
necessary after pressing the A-key (i.e. selecting a language).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first item - "MX32 software and texts" - is a special case. This line can NOT be marked with the TP 

key like all others. Pressing the A key on this line starts the software update immediately and is com-
pleted with an automatic cab reset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All other lines can be selected either with the 

TP-Key    marking the line (dot) for later  

                   execution by clicking on “Execute all  
                   marked lines” at the end of the list),  or 

A-Key    execute the selected line immediately 

E-Key    Exit the sub-selection menu 

 

Example shows sub-selection menu with available 

languages, after pressing the A-Key on the line 
“Languages” 

                                                                                                                     

S 

 c 
  r 
   o 

    l 
     l, 

 

   A 

 

A 
USB- 

Stick 
window 

http://www.zimo.at/
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The item "System and Function Symbols" determines the desired look of the MX32 screen displays. 
Two different “styles” of symbols that are on the USB stick can be installed in the cab (You can switch 
between the two styles later in the CAB CONF menu in real time): 

- Keypad style 
- Gray style 
- Plain style 

- Photo style 
- Black style 

The following shows a few “styles” of system and function symbols that are available. 

Note: the majority of the display pictures in this manual are shown in the “Black Style”, 
there are however other styles too. 

 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In case of marked lines in the menu or sub-menus,  
they can be executed all at once by scrolling to the  

end of the menu to the line “Execute all marked  
lines” and pressing the 

 

A-Key   Installs all marked items                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The context-sensitive help of the MX32 
Soft key I    is reserved to call up the help screen in most operating modes. Pressing this soft key 

opens up the proper help screen for the current situation. 

Each displayed help file is scrollable if there is more content than the screen can show. The cab re-
mains operational while the help file is displayed in the driving and switching modes (LOCO and SWI), 
but not in the programming modes, which would make no sense without the programming screen pre-
sent.   

Soft key I     Closes the help screen and returns to the previous operating mode 
Soft key II, III    in many cases, these soft keys are used to switch directly to other help files. 

 

The help files in this manual are shown together with the explanations for the various operating modes 
in their appropriate sections. 
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4. Simple Vehicle Operation  (for first time users)   
This chapter describes how a new user can call up and drive his/her engines without prior knowledge 

and document study. It is assumed here that these engines have already been programmed with an 
address, if not see chapter " Simple Addressing & Programming (for first time users) ". 

As described in the chapter “ON – OFF – 

Stand-by”, the cab enters the same LOCO or 
SWI mode after the system is turned on (or 
the cab connected to the CAN bus), which was 

active just prior to the last turn-off… 
     

 

… or in the case of a new or fully deleted cab 
in the ADDR ACT mode.   

 

 

           one of the possible LOCO depictions 

             or                   typical SWI  display    

 

 

   

With the help of the 

A-Key    Alternate between the LOCO or SWI 
and ADDR ACT mode.  

 ADDR ACT is the starting point for activating 
and operating any vehicle, and is also the 
subject of this chapter. 

 

In ADDR ACT  the desired vehicle address 

is entered (numeric keypad; delete single 
characters with the C-key) and, the data for-
mat changed if required (incl. speed steps – 
upper right corner)                         

                                                   Example:  

 

F-Key     Activates the entered vehicle ad-

dress and switches to the LOCO operating 
mode.                                                         

 

 

The engine can now be controlled with the   

  Speed slider, 
      R-Key for direction, 

         Function keys  –  F0 to F9 or 1 to 0 resp.,  
                               use  (Shift) for F10 to F19, 
               S-Key for emergency stop. 

. 

To control another locomotive, switch again to 

the ADDR ACT mode with the A-Key. 
                                                                    

 

In the ADDR ACT  mode, enter the second 

vehicle address (as above)                                                                                         
                                                                           

 

F-Key     activates the second vehicle ad-

dress and switches to the LOCO operating 
mode.                                                                  

                                                        

 

 

                                                                                     

 

                                                                                     The basic application of the Recall Memory: 

Switch between all activated vehicles with the F-
Key and U-Key (forward, backwards in the re-
call memory) without leaving the LOCO mode.  

If an address comes up during this recall cycle 

that is no longer needed, it can be deleted from 
the recall memory with the C-Key.  

 

 

 

The illustrations shown here for the LOCO or 

SWI modes are samples of several possible 
displays; they can be changed by touching the 
address area of the display, i.e.  

-  with/without function key icons, or 
-  with/without speedo. 

 

For more information see the LOCO 

chapter.  

F 

F 

A 

A 

Keys: 

   A, 

   9, 
   8, 

   7, 

   6 

Keys: 

  2, 
  3, 

  4 

F 

F     U 
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5. Simple Addressing & Programming (for first time users)  

This chapter describes how a new user can program a vehicle decoder (or more precise, a locomotive 

equipped with a DCC decoder) with a new address and how to program and read-out configuration 
variables (CV’s). 

This involves programming in the “SERVICE MODE” on the programming track, which is connected to 
the command station output that can be switched over to the programming mode. 

Start the programming procedure (usually from the LOCO mode) with the  

E-Key    and (shortly thereafter) MN-Key      Enters the operating mode  SERV PROG      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Key    Entry into the addressing area            

The warning ”ATTENTION: Unidentified Decoder” 
means: it is not certain whether there is a decoder 

(vehicle with decoder) present on the programming 
track, or whether communication (reading and pro-
gramming) with this decoder is possible. Pressing the 
A-Key again to read out the address first is recom-
mended. 

A-Key (again)    Reads out the decoder address 
on the programming track.  

A successful read-out identifies the decoder and the 
“ATTENTION…” warning disappears from the display. 

After entering the address area (after the first “A”) 
or after reading the decoder address (after the se-
cond “A”), type in a new address followed by the 

F-Key    Writes the new address to the decoder.  

     This is confirmed by the system with         
                                                                         

ACK     Addressing executed and confirmed, or 
SENT   Address sent but not confirmed 

The alert ”ATTENTION: Addressing not confirmed”  
means: the decoder does not send acknowledgement 
pulses, but the programming may have been successful 
anyway. 
BUT: when switching between a "small" (0 .. 127) and 
"large" address (> 128), CV #29 is not adapted, and the 

decoder is therefore not controllable with the new          
address! 

Switch to CV programming immediately after en-
tering SERV PROG, or after decoder addressing 
or identifying:  

C-Key    Entry into the CV programming area              

If the vehicle address was read or confirmed before, it will 
be displayed here.  

CV programming on the programming track is possible 
even if the decoder address is not known. 

 CV’s are programmed by  

    Typing in a CV number  –  A-Key   –  enter CV value    

                                                                        –   A-Key 
  or read by 

    Typing in a CV number  –  A-Key   –  A-Key (again) 

Programming and read-outs are confirmed by the sys-

tem and displayed in the corresponding line with  

ACK after each successful CV programming 

READ after reading out a CV value    
NACK when programming w/o acknowledgement 
NO-R when read-out was not successful 
and    various ERR messages 

An automatic line feed occurs after each programming 
or read-out step in order to immediately proceed with 
the programming. 

 

To modify a previously processed CV number or value 
use the scroll wheel to mark the appropriate line. 

The MX32 shows the meaning of each CV, if known, in 

the first column (blue font). If a decoder identification 
was performed earlier (with the TP-Key) and the de-

coder was identified as a ZIMO decoder, more CV 
numbers will have a description than decoders from 
other manufacturers or unidentified decoders. 

 

 

E-Key    Exits CV programming or the addressing 

                  and returns to the selection screen (TP, A, C, F, E) 
E-Key (again)    Returns to the last operating mode (usually LOCO ) 

 

For more info to addressing & programming go to the chapter  
SERV PROG or OP PROG ! 

……. 

Key sequence: 2, 8, A, 3, A 

C 

Key sequence: 1, 1, 0, F 

A 

E + 
 
 

  MN 

   icon 
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6. CAB CONF  Operator preferences 

E-Key + 0-Key (= cab settings)    Entry into CAB CONF  from the operating mode LOCO or SWI      

 

 

 

 

 

The first CAB CONF page (Overview / Info) also shows the current MX32 software version 

(Version number and date).     

Scroll wheel and A key   Select and call up the desired page (E key   exit) 

or use the U-Key     Continue to the next CAB CONF  page 
 (Shift) + U-Key    Return to the previous page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A short explanation to the individual settings: 

Name:                     An individual name for the cab can be entered here; the default name is always 
“MX32”.  

Language:              Selection of one of the available languages (select from the languages stored in 
the MX32 or install it from a USB stick).  

UID (factory supplied serial number), HW (-Version), SW (-Version), Connected (with ..) = unchangeable! 

Date (Y.M.D):          Date for the cab’s internal clock (NOT for the system clock!) 

Time (H.M.S):          Setting the cab’s internal clock (NOT for the system clock!) 

Important: 

Standby-Time:       After unplugging the cab from the CAN bus cable it does not shut down immediately 

but, thanks to the built-in battery (also in the tethered cab), remains on stand-by for the 

time entered here, which allows for an immediate restart when plugged back in during 
this time, without going through the whole boot-up sequence. 

E-Timeout:             After pressing the E-Key (from the operating mode LOCO or SWI), the display 

switches to the E-procedure menu (see beginning of this chapter). If no further action 
is taken, this window closes again after the time specified here. 

R-Key:                    The direction key can be defined as an emergency stop key when pressed while the 
engine is running (a function normally assigned to the S-Key). Left unchanged, the 

cab immediately initiates a direction change after actuating the direction key where 
the stopping and restarting process is left to the decoder, which works well with 
ZIMO decoders but not necessarily with every decoder brand.  

above speed step: The above described emergency stop effect of the R-Key is only active above the 

speed step defined here (activating the R-Key below the speed defined here starts 
an immediate direction change). 

Sample Addr:         Normally address “16383” (which is not a real address) is used as a template and is 
called “SYS Template“; any other address can be used instead, even real existing ad-
dresses. 

All “ADDR…” settings (Function key icons, speedo design and parameters etc.) valid for the address en-
tered here will be used for each new address that is activated via ADDR ACT. 

This makes it very easy to set up new vehicles; the settings for the sample address can easily be changed 
by activating the address and making the changes in the adjustment screens ADDR…. 

LoR Exit:                Actuating the soft key III in operating mode LOCO always opens the loco recall (LoR) 

table. Pressing the same key again exits the table. The definition “LoR Exit” decides 
whether to exit the loco recall table immediately after selecting and activating an ad-
dress from the recall menu with the F-Key or whether it should remain open.  

SWI Actuation:      Accessories (Turnout, signals…) can be actuated in the operating mode SWI using 

the keypad, by touching the icon on screen or both. If the keypad is not selected for 
accessory actuation, it remains available as function keys for the active locomotive! 

 

More adjustments are available on other pages of the CAB CONF such as colors for LED indicators 
and various display texts. 

E 

 
 

  0 

  = 

CAB 

icon 

U 
 
 

U 

U 
 

 

U 
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7. SYSTEM     Adjustments and testing of 
ZIMO system products and 
accessory decoders 

 

E key + 9 key (= SYS)    Entry into SYSTEM settings from operating mode LOCO or SWI      

The operating mode SYSTEM has a dual function: 

1) Access of Zimo system products connected to the CAN bus such as the command station, 
booster, track section modules (MX9) and accessory modules (MX8). These products can be 
configured (writing and reading of each module's configuration variables) and activated.  

Activating modules in this operating mode (for example, the setting of track section speed limits, 

reading the occupancy state etc.) is primarily for testing and troubleshooting purposes, the real 
operation takes place mostly in conjunction with computer control or switch panels with track 
symbols (will also be possible in the MX32 cab itself). 

2) Direct control (address oriented) of accessories (i.e. turnouts, signals) through accessory de-
coders. 

     This is the traditional method of turnout and signal control, well-known from earlier equipment, as 
an alternative to turnout control through switch panels (operating mode SWI)   

      It is also possible in the SYSTEM mode to access the OP PROG mode (operations mode program-
ming, POM) for accessory decoders - similar to vehicle-decoders which access the OP PROG from the 
loco mode.  

 

 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

The “System page” lists available product groups. 
Items not connected to the system (or not powered 

up) are grayed out. Pointing the red on-screen ar-
row to an item using the scroll wheel and selecting 
it with the A-Key… 

…opens a detailed list and CV table.                     

 

After selecting “Accessory Decoder” from the system menu, a new window opens titled ACC LIST. 
Here individual accessory decoders can be controlled by entering the respective decoder address: 

To actuate a turnout or signal: 

On the first line, press the A-Key (to confirm DCC) – type in address – A-Key – select paired or single    
                                                                         function with the rocker switch – confirm with the A-Key. 

The individual turnouts (or other single functions) can now be operated with the number keys on the 
keypad. 

NOTE: This mode is also accessible directly with the keys E + 3, see below! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACC     Direct access to turnouts, signals… 

E-Key + 3-Key = ACC)    Direct access to ACC LIST  from the LOCO or SWI mode      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Settings can be changed as shown above! 

  9 

  = 

SYS 

icon 

E 
 
 

  3 

  = 
ACC 

icon 
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Operating Mode 

8. LOCO 
..  is the most important and most often used 
mode; locomotive control is its main function. 

LOCO can be reached from most places with the  

F-Key.  

Turnout and signals can also be actuated in the 
LOCO mode by having turnout icons or switch-
boards displayed in the bottom half of the screen 
see operating mode SWI or SWI (LOCO).  

Other areas for CV settings and programming can 
be reached directly from the LOCO mode (ADR 
…, PROG …). 

The soft key I calls up the help file for the 
LOCO mode: 

At initial operation of the cab, or after pressing the A-Key, the ADDR ACT window opens where a  
vehicle address can be entered and activated with the F-Key. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Enter an address followed by the F-Key    Switches to the operating mode  LOCO.    

Pressing the U-Key (or A-Key) instead of “F” after typing an address    Special settings for this 

address such as ADDR NAME, ADDR IMAGE, etc.;  see ADDR  - settings! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If however, the cab was turned on for the second time or several times, it will switch immediately to 
the LOCO (or SWI) mode with the engine address that was active last!     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Different screen displays are available in the LOCO mode; the switch-over occurs by touching 

the image or name/address area of the display: 

         - with/without function key icons, large/small locomotive image, with/without speedo display. 

3, 
2, 
5, 

6 
 

Touch 

 image 
or 

name/ 

address 

3, 
2, 
5, 

6 
..., 
F 

U 

or 

A, 

 
C, 
r, 

o, 
c        
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The following options are available to switch from an active address to a dif-
ferent address:   

  A-Key    deactivates the current address and switches to the ADDR ACT screen, where a 

new address can be entered.  

  Switching between objects (vehicles, addresses) in the recall memory either with the 

  F- and U-Key    Switching directly from address to address (more precisely: from object to   

      object, which could also be consists or trains); scrolling up or down in the recall memory 
      (regardless whether the memory table is visible or not)   or 

  Softkey III LoR    show or hide the recall memory table in the lower display half,  
      which contains the names and addresses of the objects stored in this memory.  

      Inside the displayed recall memory:  

      Scroll wheel   Browse and select objects in the memory table, 
       Softkey II    Sorting options as per on-screen instructions, 

       F-Key     Activates a selected vehicle (or object), 
       C-Key    Deletes selected object from the recall memory (but not from the object  
       database!)  

  Activating a vehicle (Train) from the Object Database:  

    E-Key (to the E-menu) + #6-Key: Switches to the OBJECT DB; see chapter OBJECT DB. 

    Inside the database:  Scroll wheel    Browse the object database, 
                                       F-Key    Activates the selected vehicle (actually: the object). 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                   U        F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 















 

TOUCH the recall memory area on screen    LoR table expands over the whole display for   

easier viewing (from 4 to 10 rows).  
Return to 4-line display by touching the LoR screen again.  



























                                            
 
 
 

 F  

 F 

Soft 
key III 
= LoR,  

scroll 

A 

F 
 

Recall Memory and Object Database:  

Each “Driving-Object” that was once active remains in the recall memory and object database 
even after deactivation, but with the difference that the size of the recall memory is limited (cur-
rently fixed to 128);  

Softkey III LoR   Show or hide the “LoR” (= LOCO recall memory) , 

E-Key + 6-Key    Displays the ”OBJDB“ (= Object database)  
                                                                                        see section  OBJECT DB! 

 

 

 

Touch 

 in 
LoR 

dislay 
area  
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A 























from an active LOCO display: 

        S-Key (short)     Emergency stop  

          (= stops only “your” train) 

        AND displays the stop window  (The stop win-
dow closes automatically after a few seconds if the 
speed was already at zero at the time the stop key 
was pressed).                                                                    

        In the "stop-window", the stop condition  
and further proceedings are shown:  

       Resume driving 
>     Hide window 
       Broadcast stop 

       Track Pwr OFF       TP 

Use the scroll wheel (or “U-Key”) to scroll to the desired command line and the A-Key to accept the  
selection (or go direct to “Track power OFF” with the TP-Key).  

The individual command lines mean: 

                Resume driving = cancels emergency stop (can also be done directly by pressing the S-Key). 

                Hide Window     = emergency stop remains but the stop window disappears. The stop status                            
                                             indication moves to the top display line. 
                Broadcast stop  = switches to broadcast stop 
                Track Pwr OFF  = turns track power off on track output 1. 

If “Hide window” was selected (the stop status is now flashing on the top display line), the window can  
be displayed again by pressing the S-Key (i.e. in order to reset the emergency stop).  

EMERGENCY STOP is also cancelled automatically if the speed is changed to 0! 

 

















from an active LOCO screen: 

        S-Key (long)     Broadcast stop  

          (= stops all trains) 

AND displays the broadcast stop window with the 
following options:  

       Resume driving 
>     Hide window 

       Emergency stop 
       Track Pwr OFF       TP 

Here again, use the scroll wheel (or “U-Key”) to scroll  

to the desired command line and the A-Key to accept  

the selection (or go direct to “Track power OFF” with  
the TP-Key).  

The individual command lines mean: 

      Resume driving = cancels emergency stop (can  
                also be done directly by pressing the S-Key). 
      Hide Window     = emergency stop remains but  

                the stop window disappears. The stop status                            
                indication moves to the top display line. 
      Emergency stop = switches to emergency (single)  

                                    stop 
      Track Pwr OFF   = turns track power off on track  
                                    output 1 (or 2, 1+2…). 

 

---------------------------------------------------------  
        The cab can be configured in PULT CONF so 

that a short S-Key activation executes a broad-
cast stop instead of an emergency (single) stop, 

that is: 

        S-Key (short)     Broadcast stop     
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

from an active LOCO screen: 

        S-Key (short or long) 
          + TP-Key     Track power off  
          (= stops all trains) 

        AND displays the Broadcast stop window 
with the following options:  

       Power ON, Stop = restores power to the track but trains remain stopped (Broadcast stop) 

>     Hide window       = as above 
       Power ON, Drive = resume normal operation 

  As an alternative to using the scroll wheel and A-Key to reset any stop window and re-

sume normal operation, the S-Key can be used instead. Press the S-Key once in the 
“emergency” or “broadcast” stop window, twice when resetting from the “Track power 
off” window. 

 

The STOPPING methods in the ZIMO System:  

- Emergency Stop; refers exclusively to the currently active vehicle (loco, consist, train) and ini-
tiates shortest possible stops, disregarding all momentum settings in the decoder or system.  

- Broadcast Stop; is a NMRA-DCC standardized stop command which stops all vehicles on the 
layout. Locomotives can no longer be controlled as long as a broadcast stop is active but the 
decoders hold the data received last, lights remain on and the engines start up immediately 
when the broadcast stop is cancelled. 

- Track Power - OFF; this is of course the fastest and most secure way of stopping all trains (in-
dependent of data reception). However, the decoders lose all their data and it can take some 
time on larger layouts until all engines are running again (until all decoders received their data 

packets again from the command station). 

“Broadcast stop” and “Track Pwr OFF” are 
system states (in contrast to “„Emergency 
stops”). For this reason the appropriate 

window appears on all cabs connected to 
the system. Equally, such a state can be 

reset with the S-Key of any cab. 
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A short circuit at one of command stations track outputs  
is indicated with                  
                                               Short, Pwr OFF            

Power to the track is turned off automatically. Further  
options as in the “Track Pwr OFF” window. 

NOTE: The stop window displays and the available options 
may also depend on the command station in use and may 
differ from the above description, which is based on the  

MX10 command station. For example, with the old MX1 a  
broadcast stop cannot selectively be made for either track  
output, so the corresponding choices are not given.  
 

 

>>>    STOP – Actuation sequences,  Summary organized by initiating state: 

>>>  Direct from the driving window LOCO: 

S (short)                               EMERGENCY (single) STOP 

S (long)                                BROADCAST STOP  
S + S + S (= 3 x short)        BROADCAST STOP         alternative to S (long) 

S (short or long) + TP           OFF, track 1            only power to track output 1 is turned off 
S + TP + TP (2 x TP)            OFF, track 1 + 2      fastest way to turn all track power off 

S (short) + Scroll + A             OFF track 1, 2 or 1+2   (Scroll in STOP window) 

>>>  From the EMERGENCY STOP window: 

A-Key (without scrolling because cursor is already pointing to it)     hide STOP window 
                                                                                                              (indication moves to header) 

S (short)       STOP cancelled, if speed slider is not already at stop: Resume driving 
S (long)        BROADCAST STOP  

U + A             BROADCAST STOP, to issue broadcast stop after S (short) pressed by mistake 

TP                                  OFF, track 1           only power to track output 1 is turned off 
TP + TP (2 x TP)           OFF, track 1 + 2     fastest way to turn all track power off 

>>>  From BROADCAST STOP window: 

A-Key (without scrolling because cursor is already pointing to it)     hide STOP window 
                                                                                                              (indication moves to header) 

S (short)       BROADCAST STOP cancelled =  Resume driving 

TP                                   OFF, track 1       NOTE: OFF, track 2 via EMERGENCY stop menu 
TP + TP (2 x TP)            OFF, track 1 + 2    fastest way to turn all track power off 

>>>  From TRACK PWR OFF or SHORT, PWR OFF window (after a short circuit): 

A-Key (without scrolling because cursor is already pointing to it)     hide STOP window 
                                                                                                              (indication moves to header) 

S (short)                 OFF cancelled   = power restored but with BROADCAST STOP 
S + S (2 x S)           OFF and BROADCAST STOP cancelled = Resume driving 

TP                           OFF, track 1 + 2     Power to both track outputs is turned off 

 

>>>  From the LOCO window with hidden STOP (shown in header): 

S (short)                  Restore STOP window,   from there continue as above 

S + S (2 x S)           STOP cancelled  = Resume DRIVING (after EMERGENCY or BROADCAST STOP 
S + S + S (3 x S)     STOP cancelled  = Resume DRIVING after POWER OFF or SHORT ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

If a vehicle address is entered and tried

to activate that is already active on another 

cab, or another cab “steals” an address from 
this cab, the   

“Address in use” – window  
                                                     pops up. 

U-Key   Take over address (that is, “steal” 

the address from the other cab, which 
causes the other cab to show “address in 
use” or the address starts flashing, de-
pending on the kind of cab). 

       ATTENTION: The U-Key in this situation 
does not scroll the recall memory (like 

the F-Key does) but is used exclusively 
for “stealing” an address). 

F-Key    Switches normally to the next ad-

dress within the recall memory. The “Ad-
dress in use” window disappears. 

A-Key    Window closes but “Address in 

use” appears in the header; otherwise 
normal operating mode LOCO. 

 

After an address is taken over, the other cab 
is now showing 

“Address in use” 

with the same options.   

 



“Address in use” and stealing of addresses/locos from other cabs: 

The “Address in use” window pops up after a loco address activation is attempted, which is already 
active on another cab.  

The address can be taken over from the other cab with the U-Key, which causes the “Address in 

use” window to pop up on the other cab.  
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 To build a consist (two or more locomotives grouped together and reacting to the same speed, di-

rection, MAN and shunting commands) activate one of the engines to be part of this consist and 
press the 

T-Key    Opens the loco recall memory list (similar to pressing the soft key III) and at the same 

time identifies the active address as a new consist with “T1”, “T2” and so on, depending 
on how many consists are already managed by this cab. 

Other vehicles can now be selected with the scroll wheel from the open loco recall list 
and pressing the 

T-Key    adds this address to the same consist. 

Use the same  

T-Key    to delete vehicles from the consist.  

To add a vehicle to an existing consist make sure a member of that consist is active, 
then press the 

Softkey III LoR     and add other vehicles from the recall list to the consist or delete vehi-

cles from the consist. 

 

 



















 the following special functions are available during consist operations (i.e. when a consist al-

ready exists): 

T-Key    Switches between the members of a consist; this is useful to actuate functions on in-
dividual engines (which contrary to speed, direction etc. are not controlled together).  

ATTENTION: This function is not available while the recall memory (LoR) is displayed, be-
cause activating the T-Key would then delete the vehicle from the consist!!! 

III, T, R, T, III     This is the typical key sequence for matching the direction among members of a 

consist, which is often not the same on all vehicles after adding them to a consist (III= call up 

the recall memory, T= remove a vehicle from the consist, R=change the direction of the same 
vehicle, T=add again to the consist, III=exit consist recall).





                                      MORE DESCRIPTIONS AND PICTURES WILL BE ADDED









The Help file for LoR and building/editing of consists. 

 

 T 
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2 

= 
speedo 

Settings of system parameters,  
icons, pictures…  
for the current address 

9. ADDR…(FUMO,SPEEDO …) 
All settings that are used for the operation and representa-

tion of a vehicle (= address) in the cab display are made 

here through various “Set-up screens”:   
ADDR FUMO, ADDR TACHO, ADDR AZ/BZ, etc. 

However, this is NOT about programming parameters IN 
the decoder, but rather programming the system (cab or 
command station) FOR the decoder. 

 

ADDR …  can be reached          either 

-  in continuation of ADDR ACT - i.e. after entering a new 
address (but before activating it) - with the 

U-key (or A-key), 

   which opens the first set-up screen for ADDR NAME 
(beyond this point use the U-Key to advance to the next 
ADDR screen) 

or 

-  with the currently active address in LOCO mode using 
the  

E-Key and numeric keys (1,2,3… ) 

to the relevant set-up screen   
FUMO, SPEEDO, AZ/BZ…  (see list on the right). 

Exit ADDR …  either with the 

        F-Key  (Applies new settings)    or      

        E-Key  (ESCape and keep old values).     

 

Within the set-up screens, the soft keys II and III act as 

Copy and Paste  

keys, for easy transfer of common settings from vehicle to 
vehicle.  

The soft key I opens the text sensitive help file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F-Key   immediate address activation (without        Name input screen after pressing the U-Key. 

adding a name, setting up the speedo, function          
icons etc. – default settings are used instead). 

U-Key     continue to set-up screen ADDR NAME (and on to other set-up screens) 
 (Shift) + U-Key    Return to previous set-up screen! 

NOTE: the set-up screen sequence here differs from the sequence in the set-up menu (see be-

low)! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Loco image selection screen                                              Function key icon selection screen 

 Enter the set-up menu with the E-KEY    from the LOCO mode; select from the menu with the num-
ber keys 1, 2, 3…(that correspond with menu icons in the display)  

(Save selection and return from the set-up screens to the LOCO mode with the F-Key) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Set-up menu screen                                                                     Speedo selection 

E 
from 

 LOCO 

A 
from 

 LOCO 

U 

U 

or  
A 

U 
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4 

= 

Name, 
Image 

U 

5 

= 

Icons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Set-up menu screen                                                                   Name input screen                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                             Loco image selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Set-up menu screen                                                                     Function key icon selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E 

from 
 LOCO 

E 
from 

 LOCO 
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Operating mode 

10. SWI 
..  is for actuating turnouts and signals. It is also 
known as “accessory mode”. 

SWI is accessible from the LOCO mode with the   

W-Key.  

In the SWI mode, the area of the display that 

normally shows the function key icons changes 
to display turnout icons or in the future dis-
patcher panels, while the operator remains in 

control of the currently active engine, which is 
still displayed in the upper screen half. 

A full-screen presentation of turnout and dis-
patcher panels is intended for a later software 
version. 

In contrast to earlier ZIMO cabs, actuating ac-

cessories is essentially object oriented. This 
means that accessory decoders are not ac-
cessed by their decoder address but rather by 

the icons representing the accessory in the dis-
play. These icons must be associated first with 
decoder addresses/sub-addresses and other da-

ta via a set-up procedure. This set-up is only re-
quired once. 

 

The help file for SWI can be called up 
        with the soft key I.                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entering the SWI panel for the first time opens a sample panel named “Panel 0” in the lower half 

of the display, more precisely the first 9 turnout icons of that panel (if the panel wasn’t altered).

Above each icon is the corresponding keypad number (1, 2, 3…); pressing the  
-Key (Shift), temporarily displays the decoder addresses and sub-addresses instead. If by coin-

cidence decoders with these addresses are present on the layout, the accessories connected to 
them can be operated with the keypad or by touching the icons on the screen. 

Keypad    Actuate single turnouts or signals; 
alternative actuation via touch-screen by tapping on the corresponding icon. 

      ATTENTION: The cab can be set up in the CAB CONF settings (accessible with E-Key + 0-Key) for 
switch actuation by touch-screen ONLY, which leaves the keypad for function actuation of the active 
locomotive.  

Scroll wheel   Move the panel (by 3 lines) up/down to gain access to more turnout icons. 

Rocker switch    Switch to other panels. 

       Softkey II SwR   Opens switch panel recall list, select a panel with W-Key, 
              for further list options (Deleting, sorting…), see further down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-Key (Shift)   Temporarily shows decoder 

addresses/sub-addresses assigned to 
the icons. 

 

 

 

Scroll 

W 

 (Shift)  
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TOUCH the panel name   Panel display extends over the whole screen area; with up to 6 lines 
and a total of 18 elements. 

TOUCH again returns to normal size. 

                                                   NOT YET IMPLEMENTET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to change (other symbols, addresses 
etc.) or extend the panel, it is necessary to 
switch to the definition page SWI DEF. To do this 
press the  

 

E–Key + #3 Key      Set-up screen SWI DEF 

                                                          

                                                                          

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are three entry blocks (for each row of turnout icons) available in the SWI DEF page for icon se-
lection, orientation, adding decoder address/sub-addresses and other parameters.  

Scroll wheel    Highlighting of individual input fields for icon selection and parameters; reaching the 

end or beginning of a block (bottom right or top left) advances the cursor to the next (or previous) 
block.  

-(Shift) Key + Scroll wheel    only possible when reaching the end of the panel: Extending the 

panel by one line; initially three generic place holders are shown, which can be exchanged with 
an icon and its parameters added. 

- (Shift) Key + C- Key   Deleting a highlighted icon from the panel. The icon is first marked for de-

letion with a red X but won’t actually be deleted until the panel is moved by scrolling or by switch-
ing to a different panel; the other icons move up automatically. 

U-Key    Changing the scroll movement to “in-line mode”; instead of moving the cursor through all 

entry fields in each block it moves along the same line from block to block (i.e. the decoder ad-

dress line); this makes it easy to quickly change the addresses and sub-addresses for each of the 
three icons without having to scroll through all other entry fields. 

Keypad, C-Key (without )    Enter and delete individual characters in the value entry fields. 

Rocker switch    Enters fixed values to input fields that don’t require continuous numerical values, 

but rather a predefined value is specified; in some adjoining input fields for the same parameter it 
may be necessary to add a numerical value to one and a predefined value to the other (i.e. 0, 1, 
2, 3…. or  0 ,90, 180, 270 degree for rotation). 

1   rg   | Field            –  Icon number (same number as function key, cannot be changed).  
Definition of the LED color in the keypad for turnout/signal state (if used as 
such). r = red, g = green, y = yellow. 

5  Wei-Re | Symbol  – Selection of an icon by entering the icon number (if it is known) or using the 
rocker switch. The selected icon appears at the corresponding place in the 
panel. 

1   90  |   Rotate   –  Rotate the icon to the desired position (0, 90,180 or 270 degrees) in the panel by 
entering the rotation number (0, 1, 2, 3, if known) or by rotating through the 
four possible angles with the rocker switch. 

 

DCC Double |  Format –  Data format (DCC, MM, MX8, MX9...) that applies to the address and single 

or paired function output selection. In the case of individual functions (e.g. the 
bulbs of a signal), there are 0 ... 7 sub-addresses depending on the icon (a de-
coder address uses 8 sub-addresses for single functions); on the other hand, 

only one sub-address is used for each paired function (the decoder address 
uses sub addresses 0 ... 3, which is 4 sub-addresses for paired functions). 

10   2  |   Address   –  Address (1 … 512) and sub-address (0 … 7 for single outputs, 0 … 3 for paired 
outputs such as turnouts or 2-aspect signals) of the accessory decoder.   

In the case of a single function (bulb, uncoupler…) or a paired function (simple 
turnout, 2-aspect signal), the sub-address matches the actual decoder connec-

tions; for multiple actuators, bulbs or multi-aspect signals, it represents the first 
sub-address used. The icon type determines how many sub-addresses are 
used in each case. 

                                    Note: Some accessory decoders from other manufacturers use different num-
bering schemes (even if they are NMAR-DCC compatible), i.e. in regards to 
the sub-address (0…3 or 1... 4). 

TP-Key    Tests the operation of the accessory article in the definition SWI DEF state, while its data 

entry block is  open (regardless on which field the cursor is). Tests can alternatively be carried out 
by touching the icon on the screen but the keypad is not available for testing, because the numer-
ic keys are used for data entry. 

 

 

  

3 

= 

SWI 
DEF 

E 

Touch 

 the 
panel  
name 
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To create a new SWI panel, it is necessary to go back to the panel list with 

Soft key II SwR opens the SWI panel list 

Scroll wheel   Select a panel from the list, 

Softkey II    Sorting options as per on-screen instructions, 

W-Key     Activating the highlighted panel, 
C- Key      Delete the highlighted panel from the SwR (but not from the object database!), 
U- Key      Rename the panel (or enter a name for a new panel). 

Touch the list in the display     Expands the list to full-screen and ads the line   

          >NEW<,    

which appears at the bottom of the list. Highlighting and editing this line (U-Key) creates a new 
panel.  

The new panel initially consists of undefined fields ("?" symbols), which can now be filled and pro-
cessed in the SWI DEF screen (accessed with the E-Key).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Touch 
 in  
the 

SwR 
area 

 II 

SwR 

Z, 

 I, 
M,

O 

W 
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Operating mode 

11. SERV PROG 
= “Service mode Programming” or 
    programming on the programming track 

To access SERV PROG  press the 

       E-Key + MN-Key 
        (pressed in quick succession) 

  

 

The Help-File for SERV PROG,  accessed with 

the soft key I: 
 

 

 

E-Key    Exits the operating  
                 mode SERV PROG 

    If the key is pressed within the work areas 
    "Addressing" or "CV-programming", the cab  
    initially switches to the programming menu;  

    press the E-Key a SECOND time to exit the  
    SERV PROG mode altogether.  

 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      The first screen after entering the SERV PROG mode is the programming menu, which also   

      functions as a “security question” to prevent accidental deletion of decoder addresses or data.   

TP-Key    Identifies the decoder on the programming track, which includes its address and   

additionally some other information such as manufacturer ID, SW version and decoder ID. 
More details can be displayed if the decoder is a ZIMO decoder.  

Identification of ZIMO decoders is also used   

- to check for a load code (authorization for the use of sound projects subject to a sur-
charge). 

- for enhanced support by the system in the event of subsequent CV programming, with 
descriptions for ZIMO special CV’s and where appropriate for their individual bits (with-
out decoder identification, descriptions are only available for standard DCC CV’s). 

A-Key     starts the Addressing part of the programming procedure; pressing the 

     A-Key (once more)  reads the decoder address, or  

     a new address can be entered without first reading out the existing address, using the nu-
meric keypad, and with the  

   F-Key     is written to the decoder (=programmed).  

     For details see further down in this chapter! 

U-Key (or C-Key)     starts the CV programming part of the programming procedure, with 

which CV’s can be read out and programmed. For details see further down in this chapter! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U 

or 

C 

 

A 

 

E, 
MN 

 

TP 
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Details to Addressing (after entry with A-Key) in SERV PROG 

The “old decoder” is already known by the cab and displayed next to the address input field if the 

decoder was identified (with TP-Key) prior to entering “…program decoder address” (with the A-Key)                        
                                                                                                                                   

NOTE: The system can of course not “know” if the de-
coder on the programming track had been replaced 
with another one between “identification” and “ad-
dressing”. *) This is why important data (especially CV 

#29) is always read during the actual address pro-
gramming procedure (see below). 

The foregoing “identification” is therefore not really 
necessary for programming an address but does offer 
more information. 

If only the “old” address is of interest, it can be read 
out directly (by pressing the A-Key again, see below); 

this is also faster than the decoder “identification”. 

Typing a new address and pressing the  

  F-Key     Programs the decoder to the  

                    new address 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   After programming an address (or attempted programming) with the F-Key, one of the following  

       messages appears 

   ACK   for a successful (= confirmed) programming step, or 

  SENT in cases where no confirmation was returned by the decoder. The associated warning  

           ”ATTENTION: Addressing not confirmed”  means: the decoder did not send acknowledgement    
            pulses, but the programming may have been successful anyway.  
            BUT: when switching from a "small" (0 .. 127) to a "large" address (> 128), CV #29 is not  
            adapted automatically, and the decoder is therefore not controllable with the new address! 

   ERR  the decoder has rejected the (address) programming. 

 

*) Replacing the decoder on the programming track with another one, without exiting and re-entering the SERV 
PROG mode is permitted and can be quite useful and save time when a number of decoders need to be pro-

grammed. In such a case, take the decoder (or vehicle) from the programming track after a successful programming 
process (confirmed with ACK, see above), connect the next decoder to (place the next vehicle on) the programming 

track and continue with the A-Key, type in the new address and press the F-key.   

 

If the decoder has NOT been identified (with TP-Key) prior to entering “Decoder addressing” (with the 
A-Key), the following message appears:  

ATTENTION: Unidentified Decoder                   

This means: it is not certain whether the decod-
er on the programming track can be pro-
grammed (read/program address); in fact, it is 

not even known (by the system) whether a DCC 
decoder (or locomotive with DCC decoder) is 
present on the programming track. 

Nevertheless, it is possible (to some extent as a 
substitute for the failed decoder identification) to 
now use the 

    A-Key     to read out the address (which is 

also much faster compared to the decoder iden-
tification). 

The address is then displayed in the address field 
and one of two messages will appear:                 

  READ  after a successful read-out, 

  NO-R   after a failed read-out, together with 
             ATTENTION: Address not read        

Typing an address in the entry field either im-
mediately upon entry into addressing (i.e. im-
mediately after pressing the A-Key once, without 

read-out) or by overwriting the address previ-
ously read out, followed by the  

F-Key   programs the decoder to the new ad-
dress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   One of the following messages appears after programming an address (or attempted program- 

      ming) with the F-Key: 

   ACK   for a successful (= confirmed) programming step, or 

   SENT in cases where no confirmation was returned by the decoder.  
The associated warning ”ATTENTION: Addressing not confirmed”  means: the decoder did 
not send acknowledgement  pulses, but the programming may have been successful anyway. 

BUT: when switching from a "small" (0 .. 127) to a "large" address (> 128), CV #29 is not 
adapted automatically, and the decoder is therefore not controllable with the new address! 

     ERR  the decoder has rejected the (address) programming. 

 

 

1, 

1, 
0 

 

A 

 

1, 
2, 
3 

 

 
F 

 

F 

 

A 
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Details to CV programming in SERV PROG (after entry with U- or C-Key) 

After entering "CV-programming" (with the U- or C-key), the first input line is shown. A CV can now be 
selected and either programmed or just read-out... 

… Program a CV by 

typing in a CV number    –     A-Key     –     entering a CV value    –   A-Key    , or 

… Read-out a CV by 

typing in a CV number    –     A-Key     –     (repeat) A-Key . 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CV programming success or failure ACK   successful CV programming (acknowledged) 
   report (after completing each line with  READ  CV value read out successfully    
   the A key):   NACK   programmed without acknowledgement 
    NO-R   CV read-out failed 

An automatic line feed occurs after each programming or read-out step in order to immediately pro-
ceed with the next CV. 

Use the 

  Scroll wheel    to edit values or CV numbers of previously edited lines, 

  C-Key       to delete the highlighted number (CV number or value), 

then enter a new value in the field followed again with the A-Key; the process of correcting  a line is the 
same as entering to a new line (see above). 

 

The soft keys:    II = Continue or copy,     III = Paste.  

    “Continue”: Recall the same CV list that was used for the last programming session (after interrupting  
                       the CV programming in order to run the engine, for example). 

    “Copy” and “Paste”: Copy or paste the CV set to or from the clipboard respectively. This allows the  

                       transfer of CV sets from one decoder to another. The copied CV set contains only the CV’s 
                       visible in the displayed list, not simply all possible decoder CV’s. 

 

 

 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A 
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      Operating mode 

12. OP PROG 
= “Operations mode programming” a.k.a  
    “Programming on the main”, “PoM” or  
    “Programming on the fly”. 

 

Enter OP PROG  with the 

          E-Key + F-Key 
                    (pressed in quick succession) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Help-File for OP PROG is accessible   

with the soft key I: 
 

 

 

 

Exit OP PROG with the 

            E-Key    Exit 

               

    If the key is pressed within the work areas 

    "Addressing" or "CV-programming", the cab  
    initially switches to the programming menu;  
    press the E-Key a SECOND time to exit the  
    OP PROG mode altogether.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first screen after entering the OP PROG mode is the programming menu. In contrast to SERV 

PROG, OP PROG always refers to a specific address, which does not need to be read out first. 

TP-Key    identifies the decoder. Information such as manufacturer, SW version and de-

coder ID are read out and displayed again (the first time this was read, was right after enter-

ing the OP PROG mode). Much more details can be displayed if the decoder is identified as 
a ZIMO decoder.   

Identification of ZIMO decoders is also used   

- to check for a load code (authorization for the use of sound projects subject to a sur-
charge). 

- for enhanced support by the system, in the event of subsequent CV programming, with 
descriptions for ZIMO special CV’s and where appropriate for their individual bits (with-
out decoder identification, descriptions are only available for standard DCC CV’s). 

A-Key     starts the Addressing part of the programming procedure; where a new address is 

entered and with the 

     A-Key    is programmed (= written to) the decoder (If the decoder allows address program-

ming on the main, which is not allowed according to the NMRA standard). 

     For details see further down in this chapter! 

U-Key (or C-Key)     starts the CV programming part of the programming procedure, with 

which CV’s can be read out and programmed. For details see further down in this chapter! 

       







E+ F 

 

C 
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Details to decoder address programming (after A-Key) in OP PROG mode: 

 

Type a new address in the input field and press the 

A-Key   Programs the decoder to the new address 

or, using the 

Scroll wheel   select from the proposed “Stack 1, “Stack 2” or “system” (selection becomes framed) 

A-Key   Programs the decoder with the selected (framed) address  

 

Stack 1, Stack 2: These are the overwritten addresses from two previous address programming’s; this allows a pro-
grammed address to be reversed easily, even for assigning a temporary address to get around a doubly-
issued address.  

System-Proposal: the system proposes a new loco address according to its own criteria.  

The window closes automatically after pressing the A-Key; a successful programming is confirmed by  
the new address shown in the display: 

 

 

 

ADDRESS PROGRAMMING in OP MODE is NOT YET IMPLEMENTED 
 in this SW version 

(also dependent on the decoder software) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ACK  after programming a CV and confirmation through “RailCom” (or other type of feedback) 
SENT  after programming a CV without bidirectional communication (“RailCom” or other)  

NACK after programming a CV without receiving confirmation (even though bidirectional  
            communication is present) 
 

The address is automatically assigned to the active locomotive and can immediately be tested! The 
locomotive remains accessible with this address even after ending the programming with the E-Key.  

Exception: after “NACK” – the old address is “likely” still the active address.  

 

Details to CV programming (after C-Key) in OP PROG mode: 

After entering the “CV programming” mode (with C-Key), the first entry line appears for the first CV to 

be … 

…programmed by 
                     entering a CV number   –   A-Key   –   adding a CV value   –   A-Key         or 

…reading out a CV (only possible if RailCom or similar is available) by 
                     entering a CV number   –   A-Key   –   A-Key (again). 

Report of success (or failure) after completion of a line with the A-Key:  

ACK   after programming a CV and confirmation through “RailCom” (or other type of feedback) 

READ  after reading out a CV value with “RailCom” (or other type of feedback system) 
SENT  after programming a CV without bidirectional communication (“RailCom” or other) 

NACK  after programming a CV without receiving confirmation (even though bidirectional  
            communication is present) 
NO-R   after failed read-out (usually because no feedback system is present) 

An automatic line feed occurs after each programming or read-out step in order to immediately pro-
ceed with the next CV. Use the 

  Scroll wheel    to highlight (select) values or CV numbers of previously edited lines, 

  C-Key       to delete the highlighted number (CV number or value), 

then enter a new value in the field followed again with the A-Key; the process of correcting  a line is the 
same as entering to a new line (see above).  
Differences between OP mode programming of decoders equipped with or without feedback: 
 

     CV-programing without feedback:             

    Values will be sent (SENT), successful  

programming cannot be confirmed, 
read-out is not possible (NO-R ) and descriptions 
are only shown for standardized CV’s because  
the decoder manufacturer is not known. 

CV-programing with feedback (RailCom): 

Programing is confirmed (ACK), read-outs are 
possible (READ), descriptions for all CV’s if the 
decoder is from ZIMO. 
                                                                               

 

 

 
 

….. 

 

C,  
52, A, 
27, A 
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The soft keys:    II = Continue or copy,     III = Paste.  

    “Continue”: Recall the same CV list that was used for the last programming session (after interrupting  
                       the CV programming in order to run the engine, for example). 

    “Copy” and “Paste”: Copy or paste the CV set to or from the clipboard respectively. This allows the  
                       transfer of CV sets from one decoder to another. The copied CV set contains only the CV’s  
                       visible in the displayed list, not simply all possible decoder CV’s. 

Further CV programming options         TP = direct bit entry               U = function tests 

Direct bit entry (TP): for CV’s where individual bits have different meanings. The TP key switches be-
tween the normal CV line and bit display. 

Function tests (U): Test functions with function keys without having to exit the programming mode.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Themed Programming: 

Themed programming is not available in current software version. 
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13.  ObjectDB            Object-Database 

 

E-Key + 6-Key (ObjDB)    Enters ObjectDB from LOCO or SWI mode      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Object Database: 

Keeps a list of objects (i.e. locomotives) that are known by this cab; including various data and current 
states. Scanning for new addresses is possible. All addresses (locomotives) that have been activated 

at one time by this cab will be retained in the object database, even if the address is removed from the 
recall memory. 

The colors in the ObjectDB have the following meaning: 

blue line: Address is stored in the object database but not in the recall memory 

green line: Address is also stored in the recall memory 
magenta line: Feedback information is currently received from the locomotive (RailCom) 

gray line: Object is stored in the command station database (activating this address copies the  
                 information to this database). 

In the picture above, the right column is set to display consists.. Alternate information can be dis-

played in this column by actuating the 

Rocker switch   Changes the information in the right column (i.e. current speed step so you can see 

which vehicles are moving, send priority etc.). 

Soft key III   Add or remove vehicle from the recall memory 

C-Key    Delete vehicle from the object database 

 

 

             The OBJECT DATABASE is not fully implemented yet, but its basic features are 
already functional.  

 

Planned is among others (along with the corresponding command stations, MX10, MX32ZL) 

TP-Key       Scanning for new addresses on the layout, which are not yet in the database.  
 

E 
 
 

     6 
     = 
ObjDB 


